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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION

"Until

they like

you, the y can't

This provocative
watching

observation

the educational

even begin to study."

of tte

narrator

movie, "The Quiet

intri gued me.

One."

The movie portrayed

dramatic all y the feelings

of a hope lessl y rejected

not settle

hi gh school.

do ..m in junior

need to "li ke" the te a cher,
and with that

have trouble

JOO delinquent
Q.

Industrial

boys and girls

te mpor aril y reside,

of the students

is 96. 2, or within

in school achievement

record

of ineffective

sugg ests

a histor,J

most of the stu den ts.
with dropping--or

of the students

bein g dropped--out

are in the process

that

whil e

t he normal ran ge, the
is 2.4 grades.

Ynis

school work on the part

of school.

In fact,

of

proble n s and
accordi ng to

appr oximatel y 95 to 98 per cent

of dro ppin g out,

vmen the y reach the institution

or have alre ady

(Utah State

In dustri al

1969 ).

Recent infor.riation

esti mates that

were spendin g time in J47 public
count ry last
school?

indicate

They have been plagued with truancy

data availa ble at the Utah institution,

School,

workin g "for"

School in OE;den, Utah , where

mean academic ret ar da tion

dropped out,

the stu de nts

teacher.

Records at the Utah State

the mean I.

Negro boy who coul d

Yes, I thou ght,

or the y will

I Has

year (Levine,

Did the y li ke their

196,S ).

44,000 court-co mmitted

and private
Did these

teachers?

institutions

children

in this

44, 000 children

li ke

2

A study of boys in an institution
D. C., showed that
etiological

"poor school adjustment

factor"

in their

The assistant
School (Juhl,

represented

studies

a primary

dropping out of school and eventual

superintendent

of the Minnesota state

1967, p. 38) puts it this way:

delinquent

boy •••

is usually

retarded

in th e school failure

(Ausubel,

and failure.

1966; Schreibner,

and
The

Several

11

that attitude

Eleanor Glueck of Harvard made a notable

an institu-

academically,

are viewed as persons who do not care ••••
reviewed for this paper indicated

Training

"Typically,

schools and classrooms are symbols of frustration
teachers

from Washington,

(Simmons and Burke, 1966, p. 29).

incarceration

tionalized

for delinquents

is a key factor

1969).

Sheldon and

study of children

over a

15-year period to detennine predictability

of the delinquent-dropout

student.

as being basic to the

They metnion the attitude

dropout question.
attitude

While the relationship

is not resolved

to ask the question,

factor

in their

of dropping out and school

study, the Gluecks felt

"What is his attitude

it important

toward sch~ol?" (Matza,

1966, p. 323)
One teacher-opinion

poll studied

showed 50 per cent of typical
favorable

11

toward school;

school (N.E.A. Journal,
is typically

attitude

as a crucial

secondary students

10 per cent as feeling
1967).

as feeling

factor.
strongly

11

"antagonistic"

toward

The school dropout and/or delinquent

among the 10 per cent with the antagonistic

attitude.

Perhaps the most widely accepted commondenominator of social
stability

among America's youth--next

School attendance,
reality

and the nation

to the home--is the school.

school work, and school success are the big

from ages 6 to 18.

The parent,

the child,

are concerned when school failure

the community,
occurs.

It

J
In a period of two recent years,
States

found it necessary

dropouts--President

to call

two presidents

attention

Kennedy and President

of the United

to the problem of school

1967).

Johnson (Schreiber,

Johnson said in 1967:

President

One student out of every three now in the fifth grade will
drop out before finishing high school ••••
Almost a
million young people will continue to quit school each
year, if our schools fail to stimulate their desire to
1967, p. 211)
learn.
(Schreiber,
In 1900, only one-twentieth

of the fifth

graders finished

school.

The number and per cent of high school graduates

steadily

increased

"approximately

1959, p. J)

Today about two-thirds

fi r:.i.shed high school.

As time passes,
minority.
sixties

of high school students
finish

drop out."

high school.

that
(Bledsoe,

In fact,

(1969, p. 15) says that in 1968, 72 per cent of former fifth

Schreiber
graders

one-half

has, of course,

A 1959 study reported

over the decades.

high

He called it,

the dropout will likely

Seven and a half million

"The highest

rate in history."

belong to a smaller and smaller

will have joined his ranks in the

1966).

(Shaffler,

The dropout and the delinquent
"national

crisis.

cancer."

(Frerichs,

11

One authority

are commonly referred
calls

to as a

it "America• s great educational

1967, p. 5J2)

Concomitant with dropping out of school, often come other ills.
The dropout receives
to Schreiber
limited

Many

skills,

seeking unskilled

jobs,

comprise only 5 per cent of all

of the dropout I s former friends

his self-image

According

(1962), the dropout entering the market today, with very

salable

such jobs will

contempt in much of the labor market.

will find that by 1970
employment opportunities.

look down on him.

becomes so weak that he turns to maladjustive

Sometimes
behavior.

4
Hoch says:
The consensus of most writers
on this subject
seems to
be th a t •••
[t he potentia l dropout ] has a ccepte d a self• • • [has J learn ed to I hate I
ima ge of a I dwnb ' learner,
school,
and has been re pe atedly
'encour aged ' to leave
school.
( Hoch, . 1965, p. 99 )
Another
constitute

authority
a great

waste

g roup of potential
This
but

it

is

potenti

al dro pouts.

95

cent

p . 68J)

almost
It

of all

youth

St a tes

Since

that
all

all

school

acceptable

norr 1s, the

faced

a 11Jore or less

with

asserts

that

school

juvenile

juvenile

but they

dropouts

d elinquents

has been estimated

that

attendance

adolescent

c.

of juvenile

to as

and success

society.

or

approxi mate:.y
aut~cri.t~es

19t -;,

(Sy'couts,

11

in this

who fails

hostile

are real

gr oup.

of definition
be referred

co nsti L.te

are delinque~ts,

" •••

coming to the attention

often

drc:? od s

, 1966 , p . 14)

were fro m the dropout

group will
public

manpo wer,

(S haffler

Therefor e , as a matter

experi 11J
ental

~:ot only do hig h school

11

in potential

su ~g est

that

in t he United

this:

d elinquents."

not to

is true

per

offers

study,

delinquent-

11

in this

to meet this

the
dro po·.:ts . 11

country
status

r-s?resent
s:,::·::ol is

(196 6, p . J62)

Ausubel

delinquency

• inheres
in the fact that adolescent
development
in
is ch a r a cterized
by t he alienation
of youth fro ~
our culture
the stan d ar d s, status-giv
in g activities
, and trainin g instiresultin g a g; ressive
tutions
of adult society , in their
anti-adult
orientation,
and in their
compensatory
immersion
statu sin a v:orl d of their peers -- a \-JOrld with distinctive
, norms of conduct,
and distinctive
~i vin 6 activities
training
institutions
of its own.
It
the

is

not difficult,

Utah institution,

perhaps

after
to agree

observin

with Ausu'cel,

!'lore to U:e pe er pressures

do to the

adult

staff

pressure.

g the

of their
Therefore,

behavior
that

of studen:s

"delinquent

own sub-culture,
at least

temporaril

at

s" :-s S? o:;d
t nz.
:,·,

a:.::.

5
at least

in their

overt

immers ed the mselves

behavior,

in their

they have , as Ausubel

own world.

has "perceptions

of being

rejected

(and)

insecure

in his

is usually

sustains

such a severe

means to live
typical

reaction

adult

school

projects

adulthood

never

that

g feelin
against

primarily

potential

of himself,

are

too often

cultural

and runs

whether

converted
the m.

into

Fritz

"Each delinque:it

against

into

( 1967 , p. 2J7)

as he perceives

efforts

He says,

wondering

anything."

119) says,

his

student.

the

type

that

adversities
them."

from them,

Hence he

instead

of

g to them.

school

literature
~

dropout

~.

reviewed

It

dropouts

.

to related

this

groups

that

study refers

references

, as represented

is assumed , however,

has application

for

our use of the

to the delinquent-dropout

the Utah School.
dropouts

himself

as school,

While most of the
to the

gs toward

probl€1'1 into

what he can do, leaps

is in some way aware of the

such institutions

adjustin

facin g the

good for,

and is directine

g him,

1..-ere not a

see:-;s to be

there

of the dropout

matter

1966, p.

in behavior

"Today,

in school

enemies,

co;::pensatory

11

1967, p. 2J6)

and unsure

his

and Redl,

I have discussed

fights

learning

tea.chers,

His self-ir.:a ;;e often

extremes

frustration

it,

t~e dropout

by his

to some "severe

(Schreiber,

bewildered,

acting-out

Redl (Rubenfeld

besettin

greater

or for

His rejectin
hostile

he turns

Years past,

way."

really

confused,

he is good at,

status."

his observations

world and sees

"The dropout,

school

says that

treated

to droppin g out of school.

only one way--the
Schreiber

and poorly

wound that

with himself.

Schreiber

(19 66 ) puts

will

by the

directly

apply
students

the data pertaining

and problems , such as

at
to

6
Also,
dropout

it is reco~nized

problem .

that

other

Sybouts asserts

that

factors

enter

into

the school

!·:ost authorities
would agree with the findings of one study-that the patterns of (court-disci pline) cases, as measured
by degree of severity,
reveal that the severity of the cas e
increases as the degree of disruption
increases in t he home.
(1967, p . 68J)
Typical

findin gs, quoted in one survey,

behind school withdrawal

dissatisfaction
teachers.

in this

of delinquent-dropouts

delinquent-dropouts
implications

and economic reasons

being treated

Two aspects

that

three

main factors

are low I. Q., profound dissatisfaction

school program or w:i.th teachers,
The key question

indicate

teachers

( Bell , 1967) .

paper is the proble m of

with their

of the problem suggest

perceive

Kith the

school and their

themselves:

( 1) do

as carin g about them, and (2) what

might be noted for possible

answers to the proble m?

7

CHAPTER
II
REVIEWOF LITERATURE
It is not uncommon at the Utah school, where delinquent-dropouts
are concentrated,
Ability

to find students

scores reported

are not surprising

as I.Q.'s

to the

of superior

staff.

The trouble

Gary, I. Q., 127, who was recently
charge.

his live victim,
ground "tomb."
comfort.

youngsters

feelings

often gone awry.
unfortunately,

in 1962, as a juvenile

near-normal

and attitudes

feel that

intelligence--the
For most students

and subjective

"The I. Q. 's of

and little

dropout
these may be

perceptions

The frequently

have

feel them-

esteemed by teachers."
Has a teacher

11

you? 11 88 per cent of the high school graduates
Only 38 per cent of the dropout group could say

ever awarded or praised
studied answered

yes.

11

11

yes 11 to the question.

11

More than half of the same dropout group said they
1969)

high achievement

(1969, p. 19), "The dropouts,

they do not belong.

In answer to the question,

(Schreiber,

law-breaker,

seem to average well within the nonnal range."

According to Schreiber

selves poorly treated

in an under-

food, and some degree of

As Tyler ( 1968, p. 546) states,

must have other handicaps.

emotional:

and ingenious plans to conceal

of the school newspaper and showed unusually

It follows that--given
delinquent

in Florida on a federal

He provided her with light,

in his academic work.

seems

example is 24-year-old

daughter of a wealthy father,

While at the Utah institution

he was editor

delinquent

indicted

higher

with many delinquents

A classic

He had made elaborate
a 19-year-old

gifts.

of 120, 1JO, and occasionally

to be more emotional than intellectual.

kidnapping

intellectual

did not like

11

school.

11

8
Patrick
tion

(1966,

of potential

p.

dropouts,

of not belonging."
this

study

toward

as significant

• •

the

student

showed that

etiological

The author
creating

in their

is

classroom
heal th for

for dropping

other

factors

for delinquents

adjustment
dropping

the

study

from his

that

teachers."

sampling

that

out were lack

were not working

work."

(Shaffler,

Another
is the lack

Faribault

of participation

in school

to join

the

(Sh a ffler,

which,

enough

JS per
it

is

or good school

studentbody."

from the mainstream

poor-performance

in the

of high

school

They
The

50 per cent of the dropouts
activities

same reference:

The dropout

syndrome

among dropouts.

fun as they are to do the work .

1966) found that

symptom was noted
with

As if

dropout,

happiness

activities

were engaged in "no extra-curricular

of identity

reasons

14)

to the poor-attitude,

survey

of a similar

alienation

1966, p.

and good

1966, pp . 29-JJ)

or apathy."

student's

studied.

must be given to

to learning

the potential

concol':]i tant

seem as reluctant

studied

to the

"was not conducive

of those

"the most frequent

of interest

against

11

"attention

are conducive

found that

and eventual

of a whole "educational

(Simr:ions and Burke,

survey

a prinary

represented

of them were found to have been held back a year,

observed,

hi.'7lself and

from Washington,

out of school

speaks

findings

situations

l·~innesota

given

c.oming out of

has toward

common to the incarcerated

concluded

A recent

cent

school

In fact,

syndrome that

mental

"poor

factor,"

incarceration.

program

and a feeling

"

A study of boys in an institution
D. C.,

in identifica-

to school

ameliorative

on "attitudes

school

factors

"marked indifference

The suggested

focuses

the

23) listed

."

Observation

"Alienation

was said to "express
social

activity."

or lack
an
Shaffler

9

(1966, p. 15) goes on to say:
This loss of identification
leads to monotony, lonesomeness, restlessness,
and in some cases hostility
toward
the social system of the school. As his feeling of general
anomie increases, he either becomes a recalcitrant
member
of the high school peer group, or separates himself entirely
from the school system.
Schreiber
some finality:

(1967, p. 224) confinns these conclusions
"The dropout seldom participates

The Montana study also finds
activities"

among dropouts

other studies

curriculum
potential

as being "irrelevant

these children."

of dropouts and delinquents.

(Rice,

to later

life,

11

and that

see the
the

11•••

• teachers

understand

who were seventh graders in 1953, 1954,

in 1J West Texas oommunities, responded to

asking why they dropped out of school.

of them were parents

The

1967, p. 6)

and 1955, and are now living
questionnaires

some students

won't be helped unless

Five hundred fonner students

at the time of the study.

comments was, "Haughty teachers
observation

must share a large part of t.'le

Crime Commission suggested that

dropout likely

in extra-curricular

1966, p. 2J).

suggest that teachers

blame for poor school attitudes
President's

in school-wi.de actiVi ties. ''

"non-participation
(Patrick,

in a tone of

in the report

Sixty-one per cent

One of their

caused me to leave school."

most typical
A concluding

suggests:

The teacher, the most important single key to student
success in the school situation,
must develop empathy with
students as individuals and not deal with them primarily
on a group basis.
(Fallon and Reeves, 1966, p. 18)
Kvaraceus (1966, p. 212) has some astute
limits

comments about student-

and teacher-pressures:
The constant restraints
that the good school places on
the (potential dropout) and the continuous demands of the
instructional
process provide more than enough heat to keep
the off ender steaming above ht s low boiling point.

10
The good school recognizes the •testing'
behavior of
the potential
dropout, the child who must explore at times
with bizarre behavior to see if this authority figure, called
teacher, really cares a'cout him. The good teacher will
continue to 'acce pt ' the child as a person, though his
misconduct be quite unacceptable.
need to try a different

A reminder that teachers
from A. H. Frerichs

(1967, p. 532):

suggests

•••

often

behavior

of students

their

that

teachers

that

approach co~es

"The use of teachers'

ratings

are so concerned with changing the

to realize

they fail

the need for modifying

own behavior."
Teacher-student

relationships

(1958, pp. 92-94).

are highlighted

by Paul Hanning

He says:

Learning is not difficult
if the teacher can form a reasonably
with the child ••••
A stern domineering
good relationship
autocrat has no place in the school of today ••••
Above
all, the teacher must give first place to the principle that
learning depends largely on the relationship
between teacher
and child.
Matika ( 1962, p. 532) urges that potential
standing,
instead

support,

acceptance,

of the "negative

respect,

and a friendly

approach to the pupil

Seven problem boys in the Jeanette
verbalized

hold things

you, kids with a reputa tion

against
don't

be given "unc.erhelping hand,"

with problems."

High School in Pennsylvania

these causes for school dropouts:

it rough on kids,

dropouts

"Unfairness,

teachers

you, pick favorites,

have a chance."

make fun of

(!fatika,

1962, p . 4-C)

The school dropout problem is not confined to America.
Times (1967, p. 42) reports
school systems to reclaim
their

comments hints

an extensive

effort

the "school leaver,"

a tone of defeatism.

that the raisin g of the school-leaving
ease the problem of •••

r:a."-<e

The Lonio~

made by one of Englanj's
as they term him.

"Nost teachers

Cne of

would agree

age in 1970 will do nothin g to

the non-acade mic child."

11

An Arizona study concludes with this rather

strong reminder to

school staffs:
Serious consideration of the educational needs of the
dropout may well bring about massive changes in schools.
The more educators learn about the dropout and his reasons for
dropping out, the clearer it becomes that education has been
ineffective
for the dropout.
(Schools mustJ build a climate in which the student is
appreciated,
recognized and accepted.
(Bedford, 1967, pp. 5-6)
The complex but highly publicized
Gluecks in early detection
represent

one possible

testing

of delinquents

devices used by the

and school dropouts might

approach to the problem (Glueck, 1966).

The endless pleas for heln for the dropouts
entirely

wasted.

for help,
several

While the literature

seems over-balanced

are not

with cries

if the help is not forthco ning,

and warnings of catastrophe
instances

and delinquents

of help for the potential

dropout have been descr...bed

in print.

An Illinois
"intensive

school identified

potential

care" in the educational

with selected

goals,

dropouts and organized

process.

They report

two of which are relevant

1.

"To strengthen

the student's

2.

"To allow the student

to this

self-iinage.

to experience

good results

report:

11

success and achievement."

(DeWitt, 1968, p. 428)
A Nebraska youth center for boys in trouble
with its

emphasis on the "positive"

response

from an 11-year-old

"What makes you different?

approach.

delinquent
I've

or something?"

A typical

of theirs,

notable

success

encoura ging

to his teacher,

was,

been around here about a week, and I

have not heard you curse or kick anybody.
Are you a priest

reports

(Tyler,

What's the matter with you?

1968, p. 546)

12

Another heartening

example comes from the Weeks School for delinquent

boys in Vergennes, Vermont.

"The emphasis at Weeks is on education.

key that makes it work is the relationship
Their school staff

was reported

which was, for the first

A long-term

project

is reported

the project,

or belittling

set up in an Illinois

for

the students

the principal

A welcome and sizable

education

enrollment

there were 56 fewer dropouts
project

area includes

of parents

After only one year into

noted that with an increased

activities,

statistical

data were presented,

(Stumpf, 1965).

has been going on in Washington,

17,000 children.

of dropout-prone

therapeutic

in the

designed to help in the prevention

of school dropout and/or delinquency
The target

high school to save the

to have had some success.

high school or 400 students,

D. C.

for "a school atmosphere

1968, p. 14)

(Levine,

dropouts

between the kids and the staff."

to have striven

time, not bitter

The

The program includes

students,

cultural

and neighborhood discussion
promising results

and recreationally-

groups.

Though no

were reported

(Cooke,

1966).
Another example of effective
Akron, Ohio.

Their school personnel

"incorrigibles"
segregating

staff

and that they do a rather
them from the general

honest approach,
to the report

treatment

of dropouts is one used in
admits that they have
harshly

studentbody.

realistic
In their

they claim to be making progress.

job of
bold and

A concluding remark

says:

The elimination of incorrigibles
from our classrooms
means that we can do a better job of rehabilitating
those
youngsters who have serious problems, and of educating the
vast majority of students who don't.
(Vanica, 1965, p. 78 )

"

CHAPTER
III

HYPOTHESIS
ANDPROCEDURE
The hypothesis
attitude

tested

in this

toward school exists

the delinquent-dropout,

study is that

between the

a difference

in

normal 11 sophomore boy and

11

the dropout having the more negative

attitude

toward school.
Forty questions,
devised by the writer

designed to test

school attitude

(see Appendix A).

A typical

of students,

is number J6:

question

"How do you feel about your school 711 The student was instructed
circle

one response:

"It's

okay"; "I can't

according

"Proud of it

11

Everybody hates it"

(+);

11

wait to get out of it."

to the key found in Appendix B.

made of multiple-choice

items giving

negative

items fo r the student's

included

two or three neutral

student

to rank order certain

In processing
seen later,

strongly

responses.

(-);

questions

positive

and strongly

Eight questions

school items according

asked the

to his own preference.

in this paper,

as positive

and negative,

and to try to verify

keying of the answers, the questionnaire
Each teacher
positive

was asked to underline

responses

six teachers.

usefulness

for the item.

negative

of the keying test.

Results

from the student

One teacher

of

the writer's

was given to six teachers.

what he considered

in green and strongly

Appendix D for the results
by all

as will be

approach was used for each.

In an attempt to minimize the ambiguity in identification
responses

were

Most of the 32 questions

the two types of survey questions
a different

to

Responses were scored

Thirty-two

selection.

were

to be strongly

responses
Question

in red.

34 was

See

rejected

survey also showed little

did not underline

"I get angry" to

14

question
teacher

number 15 as a second possible
thought the whole question

with the test

I feel like

answer.

to be invalid.

One other

Four teachers

agreed

maker on the keying of the question.

Question number 20 had three
11

negative

teachers

not working for that

feeling

that a second ans~er,

teacher any more, 11 should be keyed

negative.
On question

number 24, three

to the negative

list.

This objection

however, because no students

is irrelevant

circled

A summary of differences

this

for this

study,

response.

by the six keying critiques

with minor objections

five questions

wanted to add 11They' re unfair

teachers

showed only

and one being completely rejected..

While the degree of agreement was high, it should not be construed as
establishing

validity

of the instrument.

such as transparency

of questions,

The questionnaires
attending

were given to 51 boys, ages 15 and 16, who were

1967.

school on a legal

These sophomore-junior-age
commitment from the juvenile

about 65 per cent from the metropolitan
•

Ogden.

Their offenses

ungovernability.

boys were at the
courts of Utah,

to excessive

was done in the writer's
students,

the experimental

truancy and.

As has already been noted, they had an average I.Q.
retarded

2.4 years,

on the average.

They had spent an average of eight months at the institution.

retarded

School in

areas of Salt Lake City and

ranged from auto-theft

in the 90's and were academically

testing

aspects,

could account for the high agree:ne~t.

the academic school at the Utah State Industrial

Ogden in February,
state

Several uncontrolled

slow-learners,

11

group.

English classes;
11

and non-readers

The

hence, seriously
were not among

11

15
Fifty-one
test

sophomore boys at Ben Lomond High School also took the

during February.

They represented

Lomond boys were students

in ROTCclasses,

sophomore boys at the school.
Ben Lomond represented
community.

the control
a required

It was felt

a fairly

that

groups,

of the Ogden

According to Ogden City School District

economic levels,

good approximation

and cultural

class for all

the sophomore boys of

good cross-section

the Ben Lomond school has a proportionate

The Ben

group.

consulted.,

personnel

share of various

ethnic
Hence, a

groups in attendance.

of a random sampling for the normal population

was

obtained.
In administering

the test

to the experimental

read aloud and explained the printed
a circle
circle

instructions

around the answer you choose."

they had attended

before

to have minimal trouble
The writer

referred

was careful

administered

All students

period.

personal

Eoth groups finished

"reputation"

their

on all questionnaires

analysis

was attempted.

in the control

group

although a Ben Lo~ond

questions

and the results

25-32),

papers,

consciousness

surveys within the class
were tabulated,

and a

The 32 multiple-choice

separately

paper.

They seemed

names from the test

in the survey were processed

this

school

the directions.

were asked to omit their

{questions

They

the test.

The responses

rough numerical

public

School.

to see that the testing

in an attempt to avoid excessive
in the answers.

were told to

to was the last

was handled as nearly the same way as was possible,
teacher

"Put

asking for an answer.

coming to the Industrial
following

of the survey:

The students

only one answer on the 32 questions

were reminded that the "school"

group, the writer

ite:ns

from the eight rank-order
were treated

separately

in

16

Any significant
attitudes
dropouts

difference

that

of the two groups was felt
typically

could be demonstrated
to be an indication

have developed a different

normal sophomore boys who are still

attending

in the school
that delinquent-

school attitude
school.

than

17

CHAPTERIV
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Processing
naires

of the 32 multiple-choice

given to the two groups yielded

students

in the experimental

responses.

The control

of 47 total

ference

group totaled

13.42 per cent.

The control

1,632.

are presented

(Results

therefore,

a percenta ge difference
The positive

positive

difference
control

377 positive

greater

responses,

of 124 responses,

group.

difference

The ratio

group represents

The experimental

difference

group,
group,

between groups

group had a total
possible.

23.1 per cent.

of 253
The control

This is a

or 7.6 per cent (see Figure 1).
greater

is slightly
and negative

between the groups; i.e.,

showed fewer positive,

of

than did the control

showed greater

The experimental

Combining both positive
'

responses

group shows a meaningfully

experimental

responses

of 172 is 11.2 per cent of

15.5 per cent of the total

responses,

group totaled

total

a dif-

of 2.22.

responses

than did the negative.

possible

in Table 1.)

showed more negative

responses,

of the experimental

group's

The 51

data.

of 219 negative

172 negative

Of the total

responses

from the question-

the following

group scored a total

responses.

1,632, the 219 negative

questions

plus more negative,

The importance of the difference

positive
greater

count than the
than 3:2.

comparisons results
the experimental
responses

The

in even
group

(see Figure 1 ).

may be moderated or even invali-

dated by the fact that both groups showed a majority

of neutral

responses.

The experimental

responses,

compared

group gave

71.08 per cent neutral

Table 1.

--

Negative and positive
items in the survey.

responses of experimental and control groups to the multiple-choice

P.
;::s
CJ)
(I)
CJ)

g

b.O

s:::

r-1

~

+>
s:::

0

(I)

S-,

~
+>

(1j

S-,

(I)

~

g

r-1
(1j

+>
0
+>

ti.a

r-1
(1j

~

0

(l.)

-~

+>

§<

(I)
(I)

+>
s:::
Q)

+>
s:::s:::
0. ~

g

~(I)

~
P.

;::s

g

b.O

r-1

2
+>

s:::

+>

0

P.
;::s

'H

0
S-,
b.O

+>
0

(I)
(I)

+> s:::r-1
s::: 0

g
S..

2

~ +>
(I)

S:::

E-<

l'.x1

.,S-,_, S-, l'.x1

Negative responses

391

219 (56.0)

13.42

172 (44.0)

1o• .54

Positive

630

253 ( 40. 2)

15.50

377 (59. 8)

0

Neutral

responses
responses

(I)

(l.)

~ ·

0
0

2,243

1, 160

Totals

3,264

1,632

Figures in parentheses

indicate

per cent of responses by cate gory.

71.0 8

1,0 83
1,632

& §'

+>
s:::

;::s S-,

-0

r-1

~

-0

ff. S-, 8

0

+>
b.O
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cu
P. s:::
(l)

S-,
(I)
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S-,
(I)

Ct;

Ct;

·rl

A

(I)+>

Q)

s

S-,

(I)

~ -~

~

~·
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(I)

;::s

g.

0
S-, S-,
(I)
M

P a r-1
0

(I)

b.O S-,
(1j

0

s:::
Q)
S-,
Q)

+>
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0

·rl

S.. S:::
(I)

(I)

::,o

~

Ct-i
~

47

4.3

3.4

0.9

23.10

124

5.0

7.4

2.4

66.36

77

22.7

21.2

1. 5

32

32

......
co

19

71.08

66.36

Experimental
Key:

Group

Control Group

~

Positive

~

Negative responses

Figure 1.

D

responses

Per cent of total
by groups.

negative,

to 66.36 per cent for the control
cent.

This may indicate

their

position
The results

order questions
reported

responses
divided

and processing

in the survey yielded

of only 4.72 per
group to withhold

of the eight ran k-

data which, it is felt,

To obtain the results

rank each student

was tabulated.

to a given question

responses

of the composition of the questionnaire.

of the tabulation

item in the question

and neutral

group, a difference

or may be a result

the specific

positive,

a tendency of the experimental

question-by-question.

questions,

Neutral responses

should be

of the eight

assi gned to the "school"

Then the rank numbers of all

were totaled,

and this

51

number was then

b-J 51 to get the mean rank of the group to that

question.

20
For example,

rank-number-responses

29 totaled

question

147.

the mean rank-number
as a "most needed
"Number these
last

11

Dividing

item--the

in order.

II

to the

rank bein g 2.8 8 .

was almost

y , most

Question

students

your least

last

nei ghbors)."

a difference

See Table 2 for
26 reads:

is,

(Doctors,

parents,

fourth

as about

with a difference

groups,

among other
among all

"money"

parents,

teachers,

the ones

group

The difference
concern

of this

of results.

people

in order.

,modo

the least

or leaders,

to this

group

The control

11

the primary

tabulation

in the list

Your favorite

school

question
of people

The ones you
good last
teachers,

fanners,

show both groups ranking
who "do the nost

good,"

of only 0.13 of a step.

29 yields

a difference

of course,

church teachers

teachers

police,

of only 0.19 of a step.

Irumber these

The results

in order.

show the experimental

11

psychiatrists)."

Question

group

of preference.

many ranked

(3. 57) as "favori te.

a concise

do the r:iost good first,

think

people

(Doctors,
Results

fourth

bet ween groups

Question

of the experimental

"home" first;

Nun1ber these

favorite

them J.J8,

study.

• 11 Fro m the six

( 2. 88 ) in order

11

ran kin g teac he rs almost

in ranking

ranked

reads:

(See Table 2 for data discu s sed.)

25 r eads:

churc h leaders,

third

us

what you need least

sports)

school"

ahea d of school .

ranked

home, friends,

gives

to school

The question

What you need most first,

the mean rank-response

Incidentall

first,

group assigned

in the answer,
choice

group to

sum by 51 respondents

this

which the experimental

(Hovi es, money , school,

choices

of the experimental

a more substantial

of almost

half

difference

a step

groups as bein g "needed most."
the ei ght ran k-order

questions

(0.41 ), in ranking
The greatest

is

in response

between

teachers

difference

seen in results

to question

31.

21
Table 2.

Hean rank order by groups assi gned to the school-item
each question .
Grouu
Experimental
Control

Question

in

Difference

25. Number t he se people in order.
Your favorite
favorite last
parents
,
or leaders~,
teachers
,
psychiatrists_).

first,
your least
(Doctors
,
church teachers
school
farr.iers
,
-

3.38

3.57

0.19

4. 33

4.20

0.1 J

2.85

2.76

0.09

2.15

1.74

o.41

Number these in order.
What you
need most first,
what you need
least last (l,:ovie s
, money
,
school
, home --,-friends--,
sports-).
--

2.80

3. 21

o.41

Number these in order.
The worst
first,
the least bad last (For getting
your manners
, beatin g your
dog
, sassing your parents
,
hating your teachers
, cheatin g
on a test_).

J.41

3.55

0.14

26. Number these people in order.
The ones you think do the most
good first,
the ones you think
do the least good last (Doctors
parents
, church teachers
,
school te achers
, farmers--,
neighbors_).
--

,

27. Number these in order of importance .
The worst first,
the least
(Shop-li~in 6__ , sassin g
, sluffin g school
,
attendin~ churc h
, eatin
much candy_
, swearin g_).
28.

29.

JO.

bad last ,
parents
not
g too

Number these in order.
The worst
first,
the least bad last (Cheating
on a test
, having bad manners
dropping outof school __ , not -attendine church
, sassin g
parents
) • --

,

22

Table

2.

Continued.

Groun
Experiment al Corrtrol

Question
31.

32.

Number these in order.
Your
favorite
first,
your least
favorite
last.
What would you
like to be? O·fec hanic __ ,
, truc k d river
,
fanner
teache;---,
doctor
, skilled
-laborer
)

4.82

Number these in ord er.
Those who
love youn g peo ple most first,
those who like th em least last
church
(Teachers __ , p arents~,
teachers
and le aders
, nei ghbors_,
bus driv e rs_).

4.00

Totals
Note:

Questions
questions

The experimental
down the list;
steps

27.74

3.30

0.70

26.09

1.65

25, 26. 29, 31, and 32 a sk for a preference
27, 28 . and 30 as k for a rankin g of "worst"

r an.~in g;
fir st .

group ranks

4. 85 steps

the

control

32 reads:

people

most first,

church

teachers

to this

teachin g as a vocational
group ranks

it

question

of a step

"J u.mber these

those

who like

and lea d ers,
show the

mean rankin g .

rate

1.06

choice

3.79, a difference

of 1.06

in rank.
Question

"love

Diff ere !'.lce

Control

in order.

them least

nei ghbors,

group students

bus drivers)

parents,
• 11 Results

between eroups

difference

teachers

in

o.7a

rate

group from anong people

,·2".o

most."

In the next

three

questions

the

first

in

"worst"

(Teachers,

seem to think

hi gher than does the experimental

children

last

pals,

second greatest

Those who love you..'16

response

processed,

respondents

to questions

were as ked to

27, 28, and 30.

These

2J
questions

yielded

school offenses,

the rank of seriousness
sluffing,

respectively.

dropping out of school,

Question 27 reads:

Nurnber these in order of inr;:)ortance.

the least

sluffing

eating too much candy).

seemed to feel

bad last

bad last

having bad manners, droppin g out of

less

To summarize:
rank-order

more negative
of the eight.

cheating

serious

A difference

item about three

11

in rank

it about second in

Differences

questions

in preference
11

11

Hating teac hers ;,;as

them.

Both ra.'1ked.

steps down the list.
of varyin g degrees

(see Table 2).

on five of the ei ght questions

resulted

from t~e

The experimental

grou? wer.t

and more positive

on three

rankin gs of the two groups show the exper-i....r:er.tal
group with 26.09, or a total

ranking for school items among other items;

school offenses,

to a mean difference

the

and dropping out of school

of only 0.14 separated

and a half

The total

The worst first,

on a test).

than sluffing

group with 27. 74 and the control

worst

worst

11

drcppi:1~

11

your manners , beatin g your dog, sassin g yo-.:.r

hating your teachers,

by both er oups.

11

group placed

away from the

"l;'umber these in order.

(For getting

ranked relatively

as

the

among the choices.

bad last

eight

of sluffin g

The worst first,

group; both groups rated

Question JO reads:

this

group students

of 0.09 of a step in rel:~:.

church) • 11 The experimental

order than did the control

parents,

Experimental

l'Ium
ber these in order.

out of school" 0.41 of a step further

least

g, sassing parents,

11

(Cheatin g on a test,

not attending

severity

11

group, with a difference

Question 28 reads:

school,

(Shop-liftin

sli ghtly less concerned about the severity

than did the control

least

and hating teachers,

11

The worst first,
school,

each group gave to the three

avnongother offenses--as

per question

of 0.20, or one-fifth

1.6.5.

differe::ce

and for r2.11:-cng
This a:.;ounts

of a step

ll1

24

rank,

showing the control

group to be 0.20 of a step more positive

toward school than the experimental
It is possible
32-question
partially

results

that the sli ght difference
and the ei ght ran k-order

attributable

parency entering

group.

to the

II

social

questions

dealt

takes more concentration

to a multiple-choice

rating

questions

Thirty-five

where that

students

control

count of positive

in positive

students

over negative

counts higher than the mean difference

and negative

had a higher positive
than the 29 in the

responses

of the control
was 6.o, or 2.3

of 3.7 for the 29 students

in

eroup.

In the negative

difference

it was noted

showed a higher positive

However, the nean difference

students

just one answer

For instance,

experinental

the experimental

response

approach seemed appropriate

but only six nore students

group's

conscious"

by the 32 multiple-choice

count than negative,
group.

to the latter

an atte mpt was made to analyze the

count, with a mean difference

of 3.7.

II

than does circling

cate gories,

29 of the 51 experimental

totals

or trans-

each of six items to a given

to processin g the responses

by individual

than negative

11

with; whereas in the 32

and by other ways which seemed relevant.
that

factor,

may be

type question.

and the ei ght rank-order
results

results

choices to the question

a more hasty and less

might have been made--assuming that

In addition

desirability

where each of the several

perhaps had to be more deliberately

question

question

in somewhat stron ger in the responses

group of questions,

multiple-choice

in outcome between the

response

category,

showed a higher negative
in positive

and negative

11 of the 51 control

ccunt than positive,
totals

of 2.3.

group

with a mean
However, 16 of the
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6 373 8 39 40

Quest ions
Fi r,ur e 3.

Total

positive

r esp onse s for each of the 32 multi pl e-c hoic e ques tion s , by ~roups.

I'\)
l1'

51 experimental

group students

showed a higher negative

with a mean difference

positive.
difference

as the control

six of the experimental

of 4.6--exactly

group's

negative

and positive

tWice as high a

11 students.

and five of the control

equal amount of negative

count than

responses

(Note that

students

showed an

on their

individual

survey scores. )
Two questions,
evaluation
think

12 and 15, were especially

totals.

Question 12 reads:

9-2: JO) 11 Question 1.5 reads:

student

deserved it,

keyed negative
experimental

(I get angry, I am surprised,
I think the teacher

group.

response
group.

negative

The results
in positive

12 the control

group registered

by the sampling procedure;

of an aggressive

to these questions

than

group chose the

lunch period.

15 the control

have been selected

fighting)"

(9-2:JO) more than tWice as often as did the

count than did the experimental

explained

I think the

is wrong, I feel like

responses

To question

slaps

A 9-2:JO school day would give only five hours in

school With a half-hour
To question

"Howmany hours per day do you

"How do you feel when a teacher

The cont i ·.)l group chose more negative
did the experimental

in determining

(8:00 to 5:00, 8-4, 8-3, 9-4, 9-3,

school should be held?

or pushes a student?

important

i.e.,

group.

a one-third

higher

The difference

the experimental

group may

somewha~ used to physical

from a population

may be

contact

nature.
to questions

and negative

12 and 15 tend to moderate the difference

responses

between the two groups.

questions

are excluded from the total

greater.

The total

negative

picture,

the difference

count of the experimental

If these two
becomes

group then

28
changes from 219 to 185, a difference
count of the control
increasing

difference

per cent of total

group's

negative

control

group goes to 8 per cent.

Another pertinent

possible

JJ, J6,

negative

and

J8

responses,

the control

responses

showing the experimental

responses,

(I got bored,
I don't

as positive

between groups; i.e.,

difference

yielded

questions

difference

who critiqued

21, which asks,

I hated the teachers,
sluff)

11

in

than

ten or

21,

JS, J6,

between groups

11

desirability

factor

it was a relevant

11

response

indicator

102 respondents

because they "hated teachers."

of

in both

This apparent

may be another reflection

of the

mentioned above.

Another aspect of difference
itself

sluff"

and the six evaluating

However, only J of the total

avoidance of the loaded word, "hate,

do homework,

in context to the negative

the writer

the survey felt

"Why did you sluff

I wouldn't

While the "I don't

is not antithetical

groups said they sluffed

suggests

questions

group more negative

four of the questions

"I hated the teachers,

school attitude.

social

i.e.,

account for 89 per cent of the total

note is question

Just for kicks,

teachers

responses;

in response

count.

Of particular

response,

5 of the J2

is the fact that

and 38 account for 48 per cent of the total

identified

goes to 11; the

shown in Figure 2 nets a difference

more response-difference

school?

The experimental

group.

Amongpositive

of positive

of 45,

(See Table 1 for a comparison.)

observation

totals

between groups.

between the two schools of 7 or more negative
8, 22,

negative

group drops from 172 to 127, a difference

the proportionate

question-response

of J4; but the total

in response between the two groups

in the choice of keyed negative

answers (see Appendix B

29
and Appendix C).

Several questions,

than one negative

answer.

Question

"How do you feel when a teacher
the teacher,
teachers,
control

It's

not fair,

Most teachers

19 is a case in point.

I hate a teacher's

said they

students

them "hated the teacher's

pet,

pet."

hated the teacher

11

One possible

(I hate

I expect it of

I don 1 t notice

"hated the teacher"

more

It reads:

shows he or she has pets?

don't have pets,

group students

of the experimental

it will be noted, offered

11

it)

Five

11

for it.

None

but 7 of

for it,

explanation

for the

7-0 difference

in response to the question might be that the control

group students

may be a bit more discriminating

see that

it i s l ikely more of a teacher's

observable

in their

jud gment to

problem when a "pet" is

than i t is the student's.

Note question
okay, I like

23:

"What do you think of the principal?

him, I can't

one experimental

student

of the experimental

II

stand him, He's stuck up, He's stupid)
thought that the principal

couldn't

group.

In response

the keyed negative

wait to get out of it.

group students

circled

for this wide difference
group's

ten students

I can't
this

answer.

students

A possible

11

chose
Only two

explanation

between groups might be that the experimental

might be responding to their

of the State Industrial

Ten

36,

to question

ten experimental

11

Only

of four respon-

asking what they thought of school,
answer,

11

was "stupid."

stand him, 11 a difference

dents higher than the control

control

(He's

confinement--although

sure to answer the survey in terms of their

current

environment

they were told to be
last

public

school

attended.
The wide difference
in answer to question
scored 7 to the control
think teachers

across groups in response to the "money" choice

J8 seems noteworthy.
group's

choose teaching

1.

The experimental

The question

for a job?

reads:

group

"Why do you

(Money, too lazy to work for

JO
a livin g , they want to help kids,
help people)"

of the relatively
students,

that

modest

salary

control

group subjects

per pupil,

a difference

responses
positive

per subject,

a difference

is relatively

The total

response

little

count of 3.4 ne gative,

group's

student

responses

gr ouo's

per-student

of only 0.7.

totals

difference

student

loadings

difference

single

of 377 positive
of 7.4.

The

of the two groups.

l!ote

in the ranges of the two

shows a 9. 3 range between the negative
count of 5.0.

is almost
difference

The

However, the difference

between r;roups is r:mch greater .
and positive

The

per-

six times as hie;h as the experi mental
between ner;ative
suggests

between the two groups .
instance

.

of 4.0 between negative

This difference

school attitude

for a rnean of 3.4

group gives a mean of 5. 0

throu gh 7.4 positive

and negative

control

The

shows a ranr;e of 10. S between his mean per-student

group student

stron ~est

172 nee;ati ve responses,

count of 4.3, throu 6h his positive

in positive

or

the composite negative-positive~fference

The experi mental

per-student

responses,

of 2.4 between means.

between the mean-per-student

groups.

in both

( see Table 1).

group gives a nean per subject

Table 3 re-e mphasizes

there

per student

per pupil

of 253 for the experimental

total

of the survey is

219 negative

of 0.9 between means.

for the control

are more aware

than are the experi mental

responses

responses

totaled

of sarnplin s

are on welfare.

boys totaled

showed a mean of 4. 3 ne gative

control

of a teacher

and positive

The 51 experi~ental

groups.

they try to

group students

way to approach the results

throu gh the mean negative

that

the control

many of whose parents

Another possible

to boss kids,

score of 7-1 may be a result

The lopsided

bias with the possibility

they like

of supportive

and positive

the per-student
In fact,

responses

variation

it appears

in

to be the

data for the hypothesis.

31
Table

J.

Negative and positive mean per-student
experimental and control groups.

Negative mean

response count of

Positive

Dif:'erence

m£

4.3

5.0

0.7

Control student

3.4

?.4

4.0

Difference

0.9

2.4

3.3

Experimental

student

A final

aspect of the survey probably worthy of note is the difference

in response to the two requests

for

essay-type

11

suggestions

11

ment of the schools at the end of the questionnaire
Eleven experimental
students

left

respondents

the request

mental group's

tion of this

unanswered.

a difference

difference

students

The average length of the experithe average length

of 2.7 lines.

in the experimental

expl;;;na-

category of the

lack of involvement in the school

a relative

of the experimental

for the control

As one possible

in response to the suggestions

survey, one might postulate
on the part

(see Appendix A).

had no comments; only three cont:-ol

comments was J.O lines;

group was 5.7 lines,

for i..'°'nrove-

group.

A second postulate

might 8e that

group were less verbal than the control

group students.
Delimitations
The validity
its

biggest

pretation

patterns.

limitation.
of these data,

of contexts
analyzsd

of the 40-question.

to estimate

survey used in this

Before much confidence
the instrument

for content-emotion

can be placed on inter-

would need testing

the extent of bias.

study is per~aps

in a varie:y

Each question needs to

load and should be phrased in sinila.r

ce

32
( 1960, p . 237) feel

Brammer and Shostrom
counselin
to the

g situation)
counselor

repression

that

the psychic

and anxiety

complete

control

it

survey

easy to

II

it

will

questions,

one might

by avoiding

"if

associated

with

school

the number of available

several

and that

hundred

stereotype

affected

test

by the prevalent

behavior

must 1:::ereckoned

test

administr
that
attitud

si x

indicates
are

tests

Her reninder

that

of its

that

both groups had the

runs into
"faking"
the

11•••

of this

study .
that

the

Stu d ents

severe

r..ay have biased

different

is

members and vice

are un d er rather

etc.--which

g,

in any one culture

stu dy inclu de (1) the fact

( 2) The fact

testin

must be aware that

inter p retation

tensions--

t heir

teac he rs adr.:i:.istered

( t he write r had tele ph one cont a ct id th the

at t he Den Lomond School,

e ques tio nnaire

self,

to the first

"wounds" that

personality

patterns

al school

u res,

to the tHo ~roups
a tor

yield

e.x-peri ment al group are not r1atched.

pee r-press

res p ons es sor.:ewhat .
the

of the

in a correction

home-sic kness,

to the

( Brammer and Shostrom,

g personal

.

with in the

Other delimitations

incarcerated

would

a response.

d ro po ut group,

of de sira ble cha racteristics

group and the

to question

a student

is threatening

interpreters

is ah ;ays a possibility

by respondents

of

and te a che rs.

remin ds us that

control

ca us tic

in some way."

in revealin

that

g

Lookin g at the .

11

(19 67, p. 511), in her book on psychological

Anastasi

versa"

that

lo w ne ga tive-response

to be too glib

is in favor

response

sumise

the information

Perha p s the

client

e:>.-pression.

than

even on the pa rt of the delinquent-

a reluctance

social

in the

(in a

, he is "indicatin

the whole school"

and resisted

be distorted

1960, p. 237)

2),

save face"

Grummon says that

rather

11

( see Figure

when a client

to a question

balance

1 hate

avoidan ce of the

20 in the
find

shows resistance

that

and an effort

same directions

used for the

study

).

was E1ade to see

(J) In many respects

was trans pa rent.

the

JJ

CHAPTERV
SlJ?.Z
,!ARYAHD RECO
l·J-;E'.:DATIOI
·! S
The hypothesis

tested

have a no:ce ne ga tive

in this

study

at ti tud e toward

was that

school

delinquent-dropouts

than do normal

sopho r.1ore-

the hypothesis

and strongly

age toys .
The literat
sue gested

ure

that

To test

cited

tended

to support

so::r.ething can and should
the hypothesis

devise d by the writer
and 8 ran1,-order

.

be done about

, a 40-question

The survey

questions

.

the problem.

school-attitude

included

32 multiple-choice

Answers to the 32 multiple-

was

survey

questions

choic e questions
I

were keyed negative,
male subjects

p ositive,

and neutral.

at the Utah State

experimental

group.

It

The survey

Industrial

was also

given

class es at Den Lo~ond ~ligh School

School.

was given to 51

This was the

to 51 sophomore boys in ROTC

in Ogden.

This made up the

control --.....__

group.
The results
reported

in detail

the multiple

from the

the de linquentsubject

in this
dropout

charts,

showed the
attitude

questions

the experirt1ental

The data

normal

questions

rank-order

were processed;

analyses,

r.1or e negative

eir;ht
cut

40 questions

throu~h

-choice

substantially

gr oups,

of the

and tables.

experimental

than

[;roup responded

has a nore

of co~pa r able age.

less

gr oup.

difference

from
a

Resu lts
bet,·:een

more negatively.

tend to support

negative

were

Results
gr oup with

the control

yielded

stu dy , therefore,

and the data

attitude

the notion

than does the

that

RecoP11':J
endations
The need for further
include

study suggested

(1) the developing

or identifyin

which to measure school attitude;
'of study early
identifying

in the school career

of a student

data with which to better

in this

study,

g of a better

(2) the necessity

and (J) the need for a more careful
achieved

by the findin gs of this

predict

instrument

.,~t h

of a pre-post

that

ty pe

would yield

the potential

dro pout ;

sampling of population

as well as more careful

st~dy

than was

statistical

anal ys is

of the data 8athered.
The literature
which teachers,

reviewed in the study suggests

administrators,

improve school attitude
(1) the dropout-prone

and to prevent
student

he can be given special
studentbody,
(2) special
remedial

-

and other

classes

and/or

help to identify

and special

help to the potential

should be less

school staff

punitive

correct

should get early

such as becoming involved

three

ways

might help to
school dro pout:

identification

so that

with the main-stream
in extra-curricular

of the

activities;

should be or ganized _to give

treatment
dropout;

at least

and (J) classroom teachers

I

and more acceptin g of the problem student.

Conclusions
Implications
teacher

and staff

will

study seem to indicate

want to be especially

that

alert

the wise sc~ool

to the chil d 's

Er.lphasis throu ghout the study has focused on the respon-

attitude.
sibility

of this

of school personnel

problems.

for identifying

While it may be argued that

adolescence,
own attitudes
might motivate

he should be held at least
and habits,

and helping

students

by the time a child

partially

it is hoped that

school people to take another

this

has reac:-ie::

responsible
and similar

look at their

wit:1

for hi s
studies

professio nal

35
mirror

and find a bit more meaningful~

especially

or better,

dropout from joining
"educational
rededicate

students--and

those who may be dropout prone.

This study strongly
salvage,

for all their

misfits"
themselves

suggests

prevent

that if school personnel

the potential

dropout and/or delinquent-

the near one-million-per-year
in this

country,

to is building

base on which to work with their

hope to

army of unhappy

one of the challenges
or rebuilding

they can

a good attitude

students.

/
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APPElIDIXES

Aonendix A

A Survey to Help Irnorove the Schools

Number
Instructions:

Put a circle

1.

Which class

2.

llhich
other

do you like

teacher

3. Which class
other

around the answer you choose.

(Gym, science,

best?

has helped you most?
, none)

English,

(English,

has helped you most?
(Hath,
, none of them)

math,

shop, none)

art,

gym, English,

music,
shop,

JJ.. ~'lhich of these

do you li ke to hear most (from a teacher)?
(This
is for your OYm eood, I enjoy this class,
You are doin e good work ,
I like that idea, You have a good attitude,
Can I help you?,
None of these)

5. Which class do you hate most?
other

6.

Which teacher
all of them)

, none,
has hurt

all

(English,
math,
of them)

you most?

(English,

art,

music,

gym, math,

shop, none,

? • Hhich of these

do you hate to hear most from a teacher?
(This is
Sit down and shut up, I 1·.'0nI t
for your 01m good, Let's be quiet,
put up with this,
This is very poor work, !'!one of these, All of them)

8.

ilh.ich of these do you hate to hear most from a teacher?
(You are
You can do better
failing,
You are not workin g to your capacity,
than this,
Your parents will hear aoout this, All of these, None
of these)

9. Which of these do you hate to hear most from a teacher?

(You can't
act that way in this class,
You're a trouble maker, You either do
this work or you won't get your credit,
You either do better or
you can leave the room, All of these, !Jone of these)

10.

1

11.

How many months do you think

12.

How many hours per day do you think school
5:00, 8 to 4, 8-3, 9-4, 9-J, 9-2:JO)

.-Jhich of these makes you the mcst an gry?
(You will do this because
I told you to, 1·ihat would the class like to do? You can I t do that
in here, This is very poor work, !Jone of these, All of these)
school

should

last?

(6, 8, 9, 10, 11)

should

be held?

(8:00 to
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13.

Howmany years do you think you should have to go to school?
you are 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20)

('~il

14.

'\·fuose side are you on when the teacher sends someone out of :::e
class for causin g trouble?
(The teacher's,
the student's,
~e~:.::.er)

15.

How do you feel when a teacher slaps or pushes a student?
angry, I am surprised,
I think the student deserved it, I
the teacher is wrong, I feel like fi ghting)

(I ::::.
t~i~~

16.

How do you feel when a teacher says, "I'm runnin g this class '!?
( I get angry , I feel like not working for that teacher, I c.0:1 1 :.
mind it, I think the teacher is right)

17.

How often do you feel that you are i gnored by the teacher?
(~·e:::-ytime I raise my hand, Some of the ti.'ne,. !-'.
ost of the time, .~-:os:.
never, r ever)

18.

How do you feel when the teacher ignores you? (I hate it, : rese:-it
the teacher,
I know it isn't
fair, I think the teacher has it·for me, I don't mind)

19.

How do you feel when a teacher shows he or she has pets?
(: :-.a:.e
the teacher for it, It's not fair, I hate a teacher's
pet, :
Nost teachers don't have pets, I do:-i't
expect it of teachers,
notice it)

20.

How do you feel when you get kicked out of class?
(I thi r..:~I
deserved it; I hate the whole school; I don't feel like wor}d.::;
for that teacher any more ; I'm mad, but I get over it; I' ve ~e7er
been kicked out of class)

21.

Why did you sluff school?
wouldn I t do homework, Just

22.

h~at is your favorite
activity
in school?
ball ga'nes , assemblies,
none of these)

(I got bored, I hated the teac."lers,
for kicks, I don't sluff)

23. What do you think of the principal?
stand him, He's stuck-up,
24.

25. !!umber these people in order.

26.

(Doctors,

seeins

(He's okay, I like

hi..,,

fi::'....~s,
: :an't

He's stupid)

How do you feel about r.ost of your teachers?
re5'J)ect teachers,
They' re unfair,
They think
They're stupid and old- fa shioned)
favorite
last.
nei gh'oors)

(Dancing,

-

(They're oka:r, I
they know it c.11,

Your favorite first,
police, parents,
teachers,

your le;.s:,
churc ~ le~ier s,

Humber these people in order.
The ones you think do the :-.oS-:. z::-:xi
(D::>ctors, :.ot::ers,
first,
the ones who do the least good last.
far:-:ers,
fathers,
church teachers or leaders,
school teachers,
psychiatrists)

27.

Nu."T!berthese in order of importance.
The worst first,
the least
bad last.
(Shop-liftin
e , sassing parents,
sluffing
school,
eating too nuch candy, swearin g )

28.

Hu:'.llber these in order.
The Horst first,
(Cheating on a test,
having bad manners,
not attending
church, sassing parents)

29.

Number these
least last.

JO.

Number these in order.
The worst first,
the least bad last.
(For getting your manners, beating your dog, sassing your parents,
hatin g your teachers,
cheatin g on a test)

31.

!{umber these in order.
Your favorite
first,
last.
·what would you like to be? (Eechanic,
teacher,
doctor,
skilled
laborer)

J2.

Nurnber these in order.
Those who love young people
those who like them least last.
(Teachers,
parents,
teachers
and leaders,
neighbors,
pals, bus drivers)

JJ.

Which of these items
sports,
money)

J4.

Which do you think helped
beginning,
books, friends)

35.

When did you quit admiring teachers?
grade, in high school, other

the least bad 11st.
dropping out of school,

in order.
What you need most first,
what you :ieed
(Eovies, money, school, home, friends,
pets, sports)

is most necessary?
Lincoln

your least favorite
farmer, truck d rive~,

(Food,

most?

most first,
church

school,

(His honesty,

churc:1,
his log-ca.2in

(2nd grade, 6th grade,
, never)

St~

~~~~~~~-

36.

How do you feel about your school?
(Proud of it,
It's
okay, I can't wait to get out of it)

Everybody hates

it,

37.

Which of these is closest
to your feelings
about teachers?
(I ·.; :.sh
they'd drop dead.
I wish he (or she) was my father
(or mot:-.er),
You have to have them, Some of them are okay, Nobody likes teac.':e:-s)

38.

Why do you think

teachers
choose teaching
for a job?
(1·:oney, tco
lazy to work for a livin 6 , they want to help kids , they like to
boss kids, they try to help people)

to the way you feel when you hear people :i:-::::.
fault with teachers?
(They're partly
ri ght , I agr ee with the::-., I
wish they would praise teachers,
I don't care what they say al:xr..:.:,
teachers)

39. ".·,'hich comes closest

40.

What do you think about pay for teachers?
(I'd
pay them more, They na.'-{e nore than they deserve,
paid about right)

pay them less, : 1 :i
I think they are

4J
ON THIS PAGE WRITE:

A.

If you were a teacher,

name some thin gs you would never do.

B.

If you were a teacher,
the students most .

name some thin gs you would try to do to help
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Appendix B
Yultinle-Choice

Questions,

By Keyed Hep;ative,

Positi ve, and ~T
eutral

Ne~ative
1.

the Answers to Which Are Cate ,-,;
orized

Positive

Gym, science,
shop

(Which teacher

English, math, art,
music, other

(Which class

has helped you most 7)

None of these

4.

Hath, gym, English,
shop, other

(Which of these do you like

to hear most fro m a teacher?)

None of these

5.

{Which class
All of them

6.

{Which teacher
All of them

English,

has helped you most7)

None

J.

Neutral

(Which class do you li ke best 7)
None

2.

Responses

This is for your own
good, I enjoy this
class, You are doing
good work, I like that
idea, You have a good
attitude,
Can I help
you?

do you hate most 7)
None of them

English, math, art,
music, other

has hurt you most?)
None of them

English,
shop

gym, math,
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Negative

Neutral

Positive

?. (Which of these do you hate to hear most from a teacher?)
None of them

8.

None of these

None of these

( How many months do you think

6, 8
12.

You are faili:-:~, ~..cu
are not 1'orki..';; t:? to
capacity, Yo:.i C~'; :'.O
better than t~is ,
This is ver y ?Oor
work, Your parents
s
will hear ato·.: t t:-...:.

You can't act tta: ~ay
in this cla ss, :'o·.:1 re
a trouble mC.:
-:er , ::ou
either do t r.is ~c ~~
or you can l: .2.·1e :::e
room

(Which of these makes you the most an gry?)
All of them

11.

None of these

(Whic h of these do you hate to hear most from a teacher?)
All of these

10.

This is for :rour o·,rn
good, Let's ~e ~~~e:,
Sit down and s::u
t :..'?,
I won't put :.l? ~~:i
this, This is ,ery
poor work

(Which of these do you hate to hear most from a teacher?)
All of these

9.

All of them

school

9-2:30

should last 7)

10, 11

(How many hours per day do you think
8:00

You will do -::~.is
because I t o:d. ye·.:
to, What wou::.:.::.e
class like to do? :'ou
can't do t ha: in ~er e,
This is ver.J ?oor ~or~

9
school should be hel c?)

to .5:00

8 to 4, 8 t o J ,
4, 9 to 3

~

to
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Negative
1J.

(How many years do you think you should have to go to school?
I Ti' l you are-- )
14, 15

14.

Neutral

Positive

16, 17, 18

19, 20

(Whose side are you on when the teacher
class for causing trouble?)
The student's

The teacher

sends someone out of the
I

s

Neither

15. (How do you f eel when a teacher sl aps or pushes a student?)
I get angr y, I

feel like fi ghtin g

16.

(How often do you feel that
Every time I raise
my hand

18.

class"?)

I don't mind

you are ignored by the teacher?)
None of the
time, Almost
never

Some of the time,
Most of the time

i gnores you?)

I don't mind

(How do you feel when a teacher
I hate the teacher
for it, I hate the
teacher I s pet .

I am surprised, I
think the teacher
is wrong

says, "I'm running this

I think the
teacher is
right

(How do you feel when the teacher
I hate it, I resent
the teacher

19.

the
student deserved
it

(How do you feel when a teacher
I get angry, I feel
like not workin g
for that teacher

17.

I think

I know it isn't fair,
I think the teacher
has it in for me

shows he or she has pets?)

Most teachers
don't have pets,
I don't notice
it.

It' s not fair, I
expect it of teachers
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Negative
20.

Positive

( Howdo you feel when you get kicked out of class?)
I hate the whole
school

21.

('Whydid you sluff

I think I deserved
it, I've never
been kicked out
of class

I don't
working
teacher
I'm mad
over it

I don I t sluff

I got bored, I wouldn't
do homework, Just for
kicks

(What is your favorite

activity

money

He's okay, He's
stuck-up

They' re okay,
They're unfair

I respect

teachers

School

Food, church

(When did you quit admiring teachers?)
2nd grade, 6th grade

J6.

I like him

(Which of these items is most necessary?)
Sports,

JS.

7)

(How do you feel about most of your teachers?)
They think they know
it all, 'They're stupid
and old-fashioned

JJ.

Dancing, seeing films,
ball games, assemblies

(What do you think of the principal
I can't stand him,
He's stupid

24.

like
that
more,
I get

in school?)

None of these

2J.

feel
for
any
but

school?)

I hated the teachers

22.

Neutral

Never

8th grade, in high
school

(How do you feel about your school?)
Everybody hates it,
I can't wait to get
out of it

Proud of it

It's

okay
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Negative

J?.

(Which of these is closest
I wish they'd drop
dead, Nobody likes
teachers

J8.

(Why do you think teachers
Money, Too lazy to
work for a livin g

J9.

Neutral

Positive
to your feelings

about teachers?)
You have to have
them, Some of the~
are okay

I wish he (or
she) was my
father (or
mother)
choose teaching

for a job?)

They want to help
kids, They try to
help people

They like to boss
kids

(Which comes closest to the way you feel when you hear people find
fault vtlth teachers?)
I agree with them

I wish they
would praise
teachers

I don't care what
they say about
teachers, They 're
partly ri ght

4-0. (What do you think about pay for teachers?)
I'd pay them less,
They mal<emore than
they deserve

I'd pay them
more

I think they are
paid about ri ght

Appendix C
Distribution

by Grouos of Resuonses to Keyed Negative

to Questions

Question

15

Possible

Havin,; Vore than One Nep;ati ve Answer

negative

I get angry

I get anery
I feel like not working for

that
18

19

•

I hate it
I resent the teacher
I hate the teacher for it
I hate the teacher's
pet

24

They think they know it all
They're stupid and old-fashioned
Second grade
Sixth grade

•

•

Eve:r/oody hates it
•
I can't wait to get out of it
I wish they'd drop dead
Nobody likes teachers

38

Money
Too lazy to work for a living
I'd pay them less
They make more than they deserve

7

?

4

5

15
4

2

1

11

16

2
10

2

0

5
5

7

4

10
1

6
3

.5

3

•

1

0

7
•

9

7
4

•

2
10

0
2

3

1
1

•

•

37

40

•

•

I can't stand him
He's stupid

36

•
•

teacher

23

35

Frequency of re soo~se
E?CJ)erimental Con~!'Ol

answers

I think the teacher is wrong
I feel like fighting

16

Resoonses

•

1

•

7
3
4
1

1
2

1
2
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Appendix D
Questions from the Survey Which Show Partial
by the Six Teachers Evaluating
Question
1

Teacher,
2

20

24

Note:

identified

3

by number

4

6

.5

x

x

16
18

the Keved r,!ei;ati ve Resoonses

x

15

or Total Rejection

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

All questions not included in the table
approval of the author's keyine.

x
received

x

x
unanimous
•
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